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Explore  
every avenue 

Are you in search of an automotive champion? An SUV 

that’s as sophisticated as it is powerful? Look no further. 

Introducing the third-generation Volkswagen Touareg 

– bold, brilliant, badass. The Touareg sets the standard 

for the modern SUV. Both luxurious and technologically 

advanced, the Touareg is perfect for those who stand 

out from the crowd, who blaze their own trail and who 

never quit in the pursuit of adventure.

Volkswagen’s expressive SUV.



The Touareg doesn’t blend in with the crowd, and neither should you. 

Shaped for the spotlight, the Touareg’s distinctive contours seamlessly 

merge with assertive horizontal lines directing you towards its extended 

bonnet. Along the rear, the unique taillights create a mesmerising trapezoid 

design on either side. The Touareg is always ready for the next adventure.

All eyes  
on you 



The Touareg is bigger and better than ever. The Touareg’s expansive interior sets it apart from  

its predecessors, with unique features that optimize both your comfort and driving experience. 

Standard on Luxury and Executive models are ergoComfort leather seats. They offer electric 

adjustment for the seat height, length, seat cushion angle, backrest angle and 4-way electrically 

adjustable lumbar support. The panoramic sunroof opens up the interior to endless horizons 

ready to be explored.  

 

 

Find your zen in the Touareg. The Ambient Lighting package gives 

you your choice of 30 radiating colours to customize and illuminate 

your interior, coupled with Climate Control which guarantees comfort 

even on the longest road. Standard within every Touareg are the 

Active Climate seats which offer ventilation settings for the driver 

and front passenger.

Bigger and  
better than ever  



From its commanding exterior to its sporty interior 

cabin, the Touareg’s design exemplifies excellence.  

The black-painted radiator grille with chrome strips on 

the individual louvres graces the front of this stylish 

SUV. Form meets function with the stainless-steel 

loading protector on the luggage compartment, along 

with two rectangular chrome tailpipes. Setting the 

standard for luxury, the interior boasts a matt black 

centre console, leather gear paddles, silver decorative 

inlays and leather-trimmed multi-function steering 

wheel and gear knob.

Setting  
the standard 



The R-Line  
package 
For the driver who never fails to impress, the R-Line 

package takes your Touareg to the next level. Standard 

on the Executive model, the R-Line package sports a 

pristine and polished look with specially designed front 

bumpers, body-coloured wheel arch protection, side 

skirts, and R-Line badging on the front panels and front 

grille. The exterior styling is completed with 80% tinted 

heat-insulating glass from the B-pillar backwards and 

silver-anodised roof rails.



Experience the allure of Black Style Touareg, 

commanding attention wherever you go. Exclusive to 

the Executive Model, the Black Style package includes 

black mirror housings, black 21” Suzuka alloy wheels, 

black roof rails, black radiator grille and chrome 

elements, to achieve a luxury SUV that mesmerises. 

Step into the driver’s seat of the exclusive Black Style 

Touareg and feel power at your fingertips.

*The Black Style package is optional on the Executive model  

  and is available in combination with selected colours only

The Black Style  
package 



Firing at  
all cylinders 
Tread any terrain with confidence in the Touareg. With a 

3.0 V6 turbodiesel engine with 190kW and 600Nm, the 

Touareg commands the road. Volkswagen’s premium 

offering includes our patented 4MOTION® technology 

that powers each wheel independently, giving you 

traction even if all the wheels are not touching the 

ground. The Touareg sets itself apart being the only SUV 

of its class with a 15-inch Cockpit, along with features 

like night vision and IQ Light Matrix LED headlights.



Achieve  
greater heights 
Whether you’re exploring the city or bundu bashing 

across the country, the Touareg is prepared for any 

terrain with six modes designed to navigate and give you 

the smoothest ride. Using the onboard computer, you 

can tailor your driving modes to suit your surface, 

whether its “gravel” or “sand”. The Touareg can also rise 

up to 70mm above the ground and lower itself by 40mm 

for your convenience. With air suspension and rear-axle 

steering, your Touareg can even adjust its height to the 

path you’re on. Wander the wilderness with ease, with 

your choice of Normal, Comfort, Off-road and Special 

Off-road driving profiles.

*Air suspension with 4-wheel steering is standard on the Executive   

  model and optional on the Luxury model



The Innovision 
Cockpit
With the Innovision Cockpit, the power is in your hands. 

Using advanced, innovative technology the Touareg gives 

you control of the command centre through touch, 

gesture and voice. Standard on the Executive model, the 

Innovision Cockpit lives beautifully in its crystal-clear 

screen, merging seamlessly into a digital dashboard. 

Designed for optimal display, the customizable 

Innovision screen sits alongside a 12” digital instrument 

cluster, angled towards the driver.



Engineered to take you further, the Touareg’s driver-focused features set it apart from the 

competition. A technologically advanced SUV, the Touareg hosts a wide range of customisable 

systems and programmes, connected and controlled by a digital interface and multi-function 

steering wheel. 

 

 

 

Make 
Moves

Easy Open/Easy Close keyless access allows you to open and close 

the electric tailgate by pressing and holding a button. There is also  

a time delay and convenient power latching function. With sensors 

beneath the rear of your Touareg, you can open the electric tailgate 

with the tap of your foot, granted your keys are on you. 

For your convenience the Touareg comes standard with Discover Pro 

Navigation and Gesture Control. The 9.2” touchscreen, colour 

infotainment system provides you with radio, telephone and 

navigation functions, responding to your spoken voice commands.



Trust your  
Touareg 
Put your trust in the Touareg. With innovative safety technologies 

like the IQ Light Matrix LED headlights*, Front Assist and Adaptive 

Cruise Control, the Touareg actively works to minimize your chance 

of collision. 

Blending seamlessly into the wide front grille, the IQ Light Matrix 

LED headlights feature intelligent light modes and dynamic Light 

Assist (only available on the Executive model) to light up your 

route without blinding other drivers. Constantly monitoring your 

journey, the Touareg uses Front Assist and Adaptive Cruise Control 

to automatically adjust your speed based on the car in front of you 

to maintain a safe following distance. 

Parallel parking made perfect, every time. Using ultrasonic sensors 

and rear-view camera displays, the Touareg analyses parking 

spaces to let you know if the space is large enough, and navigates 

getting into tight spaces easily. Through auxiliary lines displayed 

on the infotainment system screen, the Touareg controls your 

steering wheel and parks your car perfectly, every time. 

 

*I.Q Lights are Standard on the Executive Model



With the optional Advanced Safety Package, The Touareg is fully equipped with intelligent 

and intuitive technologies to keep you safe. Using Night Vision, the Touareg uses infrared 

beams to scan an area up to 130m ahead, detecting thermal radiation and projecting an 

image onto the digital cockpit. In the event of a critical situation, the system will also warn 

you and precondition the brake assistance systems, helping to maximise safety at night, 

especially when visibility is impaired 

 

Advanced  
Safety 

Through Lane Assist and Side Assist, the Touareg helps prevent 

potential collision using a camera-controlled

warning system to monitor the vehicle’s position in relation to road 

markings and other cars. Using the Head-up Display, the Touareg will 

alert you to any dangers while you keep your eye on the road. 



Tailor your Touareg

Drive Profile Selection 

9.2” Discover Pro Navigation
 
4-zone Climate Control with multi-zone controls in the rear
 
20” alloy wheels
 
App-Connect and Volkswagen Media Control
 
Adaptive Cruise Control and Front Assist
 
Panoramic sunroof
 
Electric tailgate
 
Electric seats
 
Park Distance Control (front and rear)
 
Park Assist with Rear-view camera
 
IQ Light Matrix LED headlights
 
Tow bar with Trailer Assist

Easy Open / Easy Close

Active Climate Seats

Ambient Light Package for R-Line

Innovision Cockpit

Drive Profile Selection 

9.2” Discover Pro Navigation
 
19” alloy wheels
 
App-Connect and Volkswagen Media Control
 
Adaptive Cruise Control and Front Assist
 
Panoramic sunroof
 
Electric tailgate
 
Electric seats

Park Distance Control (front and rear)

Park Assist with Rear-view camera

LED headlights

Tow bar with Trailer Assist

Climatronic airconditioning

Easy Open / Easy Close

Active Climate Seats 

Ambient Light Package
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https://www.vw.co.za/en/configurator.html/__app/taigo/life.app?category-app=private&carlineId-app=30261&exteriorId-app=F14+P8P8&interiorId-app=F56+++++EL&modelId-app=CS13LZ%24GPWFPWF%24GWLBWLB%24GW80W80%24GW89W89&modelVersion-app=1&modelYear-app=2023&salesGroupId-app=31035&trimName-app=Life&buildabilityStatus-app=buildable&---=%7B%22configuration-step-navigation-service%22%3A%22%2F%3FconfigStep%3D%257B%2522context%2522%253A%252230261-31035-Life%2522%252C%2522selectedStep%2522%253A%2522engine%2522%257D%22%7D
https://www.vw.co.za/en/configurator.html/__app/taigo/style.app?category-app=private&carlineId-app=30261&exteriorId-app=F14+P8P8&interiorId-app=F56+++++GF&modelId-app=CS14LZ%24GPWFPWF%24GWLBWLB%24GW74W74%24GW80W80%24GW89W89&modelVersion-app=1&modelYear-app=2023&salesGroupId-app=31035&trimName-app=Style&buildabilityStatus-app=buildable&---=%7B%22configuration-step-navigation-service%22%3A%22%2F%3FconfigStep%3D%257B%2522context%2522%253A%252230261-31035-Style%2522%252C%2522selectedStep%2522%253A%2522engine%2522%257D%22%7D
https://www.vw.co.za/en/configurator.html/__app/taigo/r-line.app?category-app=private&carlineId-app=30261&exteriorId-app=F14+P8P8&interiorId-app=F56+++++WS&modelId-app=CS15LZ%24GPDEPDE%24GPWFPWF%24GPXAPXA%24GWLBWLB%24GW74W74%24GW80W80%24GW89W89&modelVersion-app=1&modelYear-app=2023&salesGroupId-app=31035&trimName-app=R-Line&buildabilityStatus-app=buildable&---=%7B%22configuration-step-navigation-service%22%3A%22%2F%3FconfigStep%3D%257B%2522context%2522%253A%252230261-31035-R-Line%2522%252C%2522selectedStep%2522%253A%2522engine%2522%257D%22%7D
https://www.vw.co.za/en/configurator.html/__app/taigo/r-line.app?category-app=private&carlineId-app=30261&exteriorId-app=F14+P8P8&interiorId-app=F56+++++WS&modelId-app=CS15LZ%24GPDEPDE%24GPWFPWF%24GPXAPXA%24GWLBWLB%24GW74W74%24GW80W80%24GW89W89&modelVersion-app=1&modelYear-app=2023&salesGroupId-app=31035&trimName-app=R-Line&buildabilityStatus-app=buildable&---=%7B%22configuration-step-navigation-service%22%3A%22%2F%3FconfigStep%3D%257B%2522context%2522%253A%252230261-31035-R-Line%2522%252C%2522selectedStep%2522%253A%2522engine%2522%257D%22%7D


19” Esperance Alloy
(Standard on Luxury)

21” Suzuka Alloy 
(Optional on Executive)

20” Braga Alloy
(Standard on Executive)

21” Black Suzuka Alloy 
(Optional on Executive with Black Style Package)

20” Nevada Alloy
(Optional on Luxury  
with R-line)

Wheels
& Rims



Colours and 
paint finishes Solid paint finishes

Metallic paint finishes

Pearlescent paint finishes

Pure White

Grenadilla Black

Oryx White

Tamarind Brown

Silicon Grey

Oyster Silver

Choose from 6 colour and trim combinations. 
Arrive in style, finish with impact.  

*The illustrations on this page can only be regarded as a general  
  guide as digital rendering is unable to fully express the depth  
  and brilliance of the paint finishes with definite accuracy.
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